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Comment

It is a pleasure to comment on the paper by Antonio Forcina. Our comment
is restricted to the example, discussed in section 3.3 of Forcina's paper, of a
two-armed double-blind placebo-controlled randomized experiment in which:
(i) no subject in the placebo arm takes active treatment,

(ii) some subjects in the treatment arm do not comply and fail to take the
active treatment, and

(iii) the exclusion restriction that the randomization arm has no direct effect on
a binary outcome of interest except through received treatment is assumed
true, owing to double blinding.

In this setting, it is known that, under a counterfactual or potential outcomes
causal model, the average effect of treatment on the treated is the only causal
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contrast that represents the effect of active treatment and is always identifiable;
it equals the instrumental variable estimand, defined as the ratio of the intent
to treat effect on the outcome divided by the intent to treat effect on active
treatment, see, for example, Bloom (1984), Imbens and Angrist (1994), Robins
(1994), Hern6n and Robins (2006).

Forcina's paper poses the question whether an identified causal contrast
representing the effect of active treatment continues to exist if we use a latent
variable rather than a counterfactual causal model. We interpret Forcina, in his
discussion section, as arguing that, under his latent variable model, no causal
contrast would be identified [except by reducing the dimension of the model
through the imposition of further strong, untestable parametric assumptionsl.

In this discussion, we argue that:

o Forcina's latent variable model is isomorphic to the standard causal DAG
model of a randomized experiment with noncompliance, see figure 1(a) - a
causal model that does not assume the existence of counterfactual outcomes
(Spirtes et al., 1993, Pearl, 2000);

Under the standard causal DAG model (equivalently, under Forcina's latent
variable model), there does not exist any parameter, whether identified or
unidentifed, that represents the effect of treatment on the treated and thus,
as argued by Forcina, no causal contrast representing the effect of active
treatment is identified:

There exists a natural (partially) deterministic extension of the standard
causal DAG model under which there does exist a parameter that represents
the effect of treatment on the treated, see figure 1(b);

Under assumptions (i)-(iii), this parameter equals the usual instrumental
variables estimand and is. thus" identified.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. (a) A DAG G representing the causal model for non-compliance; U is unobserved. (b) An
extended DAG Gext; the thick black edge X* + X indicates that X is a deterministic function
of X*, specifically X : X*.
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DprsRvrursrrc EXTENDED cAUSAL DAGs

Our extended causal DAG model is constructed by simply adding to the
usual causal DAG model a copy X* of the binary active treatment variable X
with a deterministic rrrrow from X* to X, which implies that, under the observed
data distribution, X* and X are equal with probability 1; see figure 1(b). We
then consider interventions on X (but not on X*). We prove that the causal
effect of X on the outcome I among the subpopulation with X*:I represents
the effect of treatment on the treated and is identified by the IV estimand.

Robins et al. (2003) were the first to consider estimation of the effect of a
(possibly multivariate, continuous, time-varying) treatment X within levels of a
variable X* encoding the observed values of the treatment. Robins et al. (2003)
assumed no unmeasured confounders. The present discussion generalizes their
results to a setting in which confounding by unmeasured factors is present but,
in addition, there exists an instrumental variable - the randomization indicator
- that can be used to identify the effect of treatment on the treated.

Indeed, Robins et al. (2007) have recently argued, in some generality, that
whenever a particular causal effect is (A) identified under a counterfactual causal
model and (B) can be expressed as an effect of a manipulation or intervention
[in the sense of Robins et al. (2003)], then that causal effect is also identified
under a causal DAG model that does not assume the existence of counterfac-
tuals fand thus only identifies effects via the intervention distributions captured
in the g-formula of Robins (1986)1. To find such an identifying causal DAG
model, it is frequently necessary to use an extension of the standard causal
DAG model of Spirtes et aL (1993) that includes, as nodes, new variables that
are deterministically-related to the observed variables. The present commen-
tary represents one such example. Deterministic extended causal DAG models
provide to those with a philosophical antipathy to counterfactuals, the means to
understand that, in our example, the effect of treatment on the treated is indeed
identifled by the instrumental variables estimand; see Dawid (2003,2000) for
related discussion.

More importantly, as discussed in the final paragraph of our commentary,
given a particular identified counterfactual causal contrast, an extended deter-
ministic causal DAG model often helps one devise explicit interventions whose
effects are compared by the counterfactual contrast. This should be especially
helpful to those, like Pearl (2000), who, although philosophically comfortable
with counterfactuals, claim that, for them, it is much easier to substantively
reason about factual variables and mechanisms than about counterfactuals. The
devising of explicit interventions implements the slogan "no causation without
manipulation," i.e. causal contrasts are best thought of in terms of particu-
lar interventions that, at least in principle, could be performed (Robins and
Greenland. 2000).
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Other authors have constructed DAGs containing multiple copies of vari-
ables corresponding to different counterfactual outcomes; see for example Pearl
(2000, Section 7.I.3), and Madigan (1999). Note that in these approaches only
one of the counterfactual variables will be observed for a given individual; by
contrast, both X and X* in the extended DAG we consider will always be
observed.

IoeNrlrtcerroN UNDER A coUNTERFACTUAL MODEL

Consider a two-armed placebo-controlled randomized experiment designed
to evaluate the effect of a binary active treatment X on the mean of a binary
response Y. Let Z denote the randomization indicator. Owing to noncom-
pliance (ii), only some subjects randomized to the treatment arm (Z=l) take
t rea tment  (X :  l ) ,  so  tha t  0  .  p r (X : l l z : l )  <  1 .  [Probab i l i t ies  and ex-
pectations simply refer to proportions and averages in the study population,
which is assumed to be so large that sampling variability may be ignored.l In
contrast by (i), no subject assigned to placebo (Z=0) takes active treatment so
0 : pr(X: llz:0). In the deterministic potential outcome or counterfac-
tual framework, we assume the existence of subject-specific potential outcomes

{Xr,Yr, , ;z € {0, 1},x e t0.  1}}  where X. denotes a subject 's t reatment sta-
tus if randomized to level z of Z and Yr." denotes a subject's response if
randomized to level z of Z and treated with level x of X. In this framework:

(a) the observed variables are linked to the counterfactuals via the consistency
assumptions X : Xz and I : Yz,x,

(b) the random assignment of Z is formalized as

Z ) L { X , , Y , , , 1 2  €  { 0 ,  1 } , r  €  { 0 ,  l } } ,  a n d

(c) the exclusion restriction (iii) that Z has no direct effect on I is formalized
AS

Yr,, : Yo,, :- Yt.

Under these assmptions, the average effect of treatment X is E[Y":r - Y":o].
It is well known that the assumptions (a)-(c) do not generally suffice to

identify ElY,-_r - y,:ol from the observed data on (2,X, Y) [see e.g. HernSn
and Robins, (2006)1. In contrast, under assumptions (a)-(c), the average effect
of treatment X on the treated, formally defined as E fYr-_1 - Yr:slX : ll,
equals the instrumental variables estimand

E lY lZ :  1 l  -  E  IY IZ  :01
p r [X :  I I Z :  l l

and thus is identified from data on (Z,X,Y).

( 1 )
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A I-eTeNT VARIABLE MoDEL ISoMoRPHIc To THE STANDARD DAG TTaopeI

Forcina analyzes the above trial but replaces the assumption of counter-
factual or potential outcomes by that of a latent vaiable U. To do so, he
eliminates assumption (a) and replaces assumptions (b) and (c) with

b\ z -tL u, and
(cI)  Z)LY given (X, U).

Forcina's assumptions are isomorphic to the assumptions encoded in the usual
causal DAG for a randomized experiment with noncompliance, as shown in
figure 1(a), where U is unobserved (i.e., latent). Because U is unobserved,
unless we impose further a priori non-testable assumptions, we cannot know
whether U is univariate or multivariate, continuous or discrete. On a causal
DAG, directed arrows denote direct causal effects (relative to the other vari-
ables on the graph) and all common causes of any variables on the graph
must themselves be on the graph. The causal Markov assumption (CMA) links
the topology of a causal DAG to the joint distribution of the variables via
the assumption that the joint distribution factors as the product over the vari-
ables of the conditional distribution of each variable given its direct causes.
The CMA implies conditional independencies can be read off the graph us-
ing the graphical criterion of d-separation (Pearl, 2000). In particlar, (bt)
and (cT) follow by d-separation. Furtherrnore, the causal effect of intervening
and setting the value of a particular variable on the graph on the distribu-
tion of the non-intervened-on variables is given by the g-computation algo-
rithm formula (hereafter g-formula) of Robins (1986). The g-formula theorem
states that the post intervention distribution of the non-intervened-on variables
is again the product over the variables of the conditional distribution of the
variable given its direct causes, except that now the intervened-on variable is
always evaluated at its set value. As discussed by Spirtes et al. (1993), this
causal DAG model does not assume (and is agnostic as to) the existence of
counterfactuals.

IoeNrmtceuoN UNDER A vERy RESTRICTIVE LATENT vARTABLE MoDEL

Forcina obtains identification of the effect of treatment on the treated by the
instrumental variables estimand under the additional nonidentifiable assumption
that the latent variable U is binary and determinative, i.e., subjects with U :0
and Z : 1 never take treatment while subjects with U : 1 and Z : I always
take treatment. Under this additional assumption, the effect of treatment on the
t r e a t e d  i s  f o r m a l l y  E I Y I U  :  I , X  :  l , Z :  1 ]  -  E I Y I U  :  l , X  : 0 , 2 :  I f
since the event U : I, Z: 1 is equivalent to the event of being treated. [This
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contrast is the g-formula contrast for the average effect of treatment X on the
mean of Y among the subpopulation with U : Z : Ll Note, since by (i),
0 : pr (X : llZ : 0), it is necessary that all subjects with Z : 0 have X : 0
regardless of U.

Lacr op IosNrrprcerroN IN A LEss RESTRICTIVE LATENT vARIABLE MoDEL

In his discussion Forcina points out that his binary determinative assumption
is very restrictive and unrealistic. Further he shows that if he does not impose
either the binary determinative assumption or one of the other non-testable
parametric assumptions considered in his discussion section, then his latent
variable model satisfying assumptions (b')-(c') generally fails to identify any
treatment effect parameter representing the effect of active treatment. Forcina's
result can be restated in terms of the isomorphic standard causal DAG model;
none of the g-functional contrasts representing the effect of intervening on X in
either the entire population or a subpopulation are identified by the distribution
of the observed variables (2, X,Y).

Since, even under the counterfactual model satisfying assumptions (a)-(c),
the only identifiable parameter representing the effect of intervening on X is
the effect of treatment on the treated, the above nonidentification result for
the standard causal DAG model would conflict with the identification result
for the counterfactual model only if the effect of treatment on the treated is
a well-defined parameter (regardles of identifiability) of the standard causal
DAG model (equivalently, Forcina's latent variable model). When the assump-
tion that U is binary and determinative is imposed, we have seen that the
effect of treatment on the treated is a well-defined parameter - the g-functional
c o n t r a s t  E I Y I U  :  l , X  :  l , Z  -  1 l  -  E I Y I U  :  l , X  : 0 , 2 :  l l .  H o w -
ever we now argue that when U is not assumed determinative, the effect
of treatment on the treated is not a well-defined parameter of the standard
causal DAG model. To see why, note we can only restrict inference to the
treated by conditioning on the the event (Z : l, X: 1) (equivalently the event
X : 1) which might suggest that the effect of treatment on the treated is the
p a r a m e t e r  E { E l Y l U , X : l , Z : 1 ,  X :  l l  -  E I Y I U , X : 0 , 2 : l , X : I l l .
Bu t  E IYIU,X:0 ,2 :  I ,X :  l ]  i s  undef ined,  s ince  the  probab i l i t y  o f  the
conditioning event is zero. The problem is that we need to use X in two
contradictory ways in a single conditioning event: we need to condition on
X : I to define the subpopulation we wish to draw inference about, yet we
need to condition on X : 0 to represent the treatment that the subpopulation
is to receive.

As remarked in the introduction, we can resolve this problem by using an
extension of the standard causal DAG model in which we add to the DAG
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a variable X* with a deterministic arrow from X* to X so that, under the
the observed data distribution, X* and X arc equal with probability 1. The
remaining arrrows on our extended DAG are arrows from Z to X*, U to X*,
U Io Y, and X to Y. Thus on our extended DAG, we have added a copy X*
of X and made Z and U direct causes of X* instead of X, while retaining X
as a direct cause of I.

Denote by f  (y,x,x*,2,u) thejoint density of ( I ,  X,X*,2, U) in the ac-
tua l t r ia l .Denoteby  f , (y ,x* ,1 ,u )  thepos t in te rvent iondens i ty  o f  (Y ,X* ,2 ,U)
under our extended causal DAG model, had for all subjects, X been set to the
value x. By the CMA,

f  (y ,  * ,  x " ,  z ,  u )  :  p r  (Y  :  y lx  :  x , (J  :  u )pr  (X  :  x lX*  :  x * )

x  p r (X*  :  x * lZ  :  z ,  U  :  u )pr (Z  :  z )  fu  @)

and

f ,  ( ! ,  x *  ,  z ,  u )

:  p r ( I  :  y l x  :  x , U  :  u ) p r ( X *  :  x * l Z :  Z , U  :  u ) p r ( Z :  Z ) f u ( u ) ,

where pr (X : xlx* - x*) : I if x : x* and zero otherwise. Let E" denote
the expectation operator under the law f,(y,x*,2,u). The key observation is
that, although X and X* are equal with probability one under f (y,x,x*,2,u),
this is not the case under fr(y,x*,2,u). Indeed, we can ident i fy the subset
of the population with X* : I under f" (y, x* , z, u) with the subset of the
actual study population with X* : | (which is the 'treated') as X is not a
cause of X* or Z on otn causal graph. Thus, in our extended causal DAG
model,  there exists a parameter,  namely Er: t [YlX* -  1]  -  E":sfYlX*:11,
that represents the effect of treatment on the treated. In the Appendix, we
prove this parameter equals the instrumental variables estimand (1) and thus
is identified from data on (f, X, Z); these results are exactly those obtained
under the earlier counterfactual model.

Note that since the variable X* blocks all 'backdoor paths' (i.e. paths
with arrows pointing into X) from X to I, one might naively expect that
Pearl's no-unblocked back door path theorem (Pearl, 2000) would imply that
E,:oIYlX* : 1l is identified even in the absence of data on the instrument Z
by EIYIX*: l ,X:0].  But,  c lear ly this is not case, since the condit ioning
event (X* : l, X : 0) has probability zero, so that this conditional expectation
is undefined; see also Laaitzen (2000).

As stated in our introduction, given a counterfactual causal contrast, such
as E lY,:1 - Y,:olX : 1l , a deterministic extended causal DAG model can
help one devise explicit interventions whose effects are being compared by
the contrast. We now provide an example in the context of our randomized
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experiment. An intervention to evaluate E lYr:1lx : 1l can often be devised by
redefining the carbon-copy variables X* and X to represent different substantive
variables that, although deterministically related in the observed data, are no
longer correlated after the intervention. As an example, suppose we redefine
X* to be the indicator variable that takes the value 1 if a pill containing active
drug is swallowed and X to be the indicator that takes the value 1 if active
drug enters the circulation. Whenever a subject in the treatment arm Z : I
swallows his (assumed single) assigned pill, we record X*=1 and then intervene
by administering a safe emetic that causes the pill to be reguritated before any
drug can enter the blood stream and, thus, record X : 0. For this intervention
to correspond to the causal effect of treatment on the treated it is important
that swallowing the pill has no effect on Y, other than when it enters the
bloodstream. If this additional 'exclusion restriction' failed to hold then we
would need to add an edge from X* to Y, and thus the extended DAG in figure
1(b), would not accurately represent the causal structure.

AppnNprx: Pnoors oF THE MArN RESULT

Theorem l. Suppose 0 : pr (X : llz :0) . Then under our deterministic ex-
tended causal DAG model, the contrast E":rIYlX* - 1l - E":sIYlX* : ll is the
instrumental variable s e stimand (l).

We give two proofs. The first is a direct proof. The second one is indirect,
based on coupling our deterministic extended causal DAG model and a formal
counterfactual causal model.

Firstproof of Theorem 1. By the factorization of the density implied by CMA
and the fact that X : X* with probability l,

E\YIZ :  1 l  -  E IY IZ  :0 ]

:  !U1f1X :  I , (J :  u lpr(X* :  l l ( l  :  t r ,  Z :  1)pr(U :  u)

+  !n1 f |X  :  0 , (J  :  u fp r (X*  :  O lU :  u ,  Z  :  l )P(U :  u )

- \w1v1x  :  o ,  U  :  u lp r (u  :  u )

:  !n1 f ;X  :  l , (J  :  u fp r (X*  :  l lU  :  u ,  Z  :  l )p r (U :  u )

-  f  n1 f lX  :  0 , (J  :  u l { I -  p r (X*  :  0 l lU  :  u ,  Z  :  l ) }p r (U :  u )
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:  ! {ntr lx :  r ,  (J -  ul  -  Etylx :0, u :  ul l

x pr(X" : l lU : r, t ,  Z : I)pr(U : u).

Hence the IV estimand (l) is

{p t (x .  :  r lZ :  1) } - t ! {mt r lx  :  r , (J  -  u ) -Et r lx  :0 , ( I  :  u f }

x pr(X* : l lU : s, Z J. yprlU : u7.

But this last display is also E":1lYlX* - 1l- E,:olYlX*: ll since, from the
definition of f, (y, x*, z, u),

E" lYlX. : I]
:E* lY lx* : l ,Z : l l
:DE[yVJ :  u ,  X:  x lpr  (U :  u lX*  :  l ,  Z :  I )

:  { p r  (X *  :  l l z  :  l ) ) - l

" + tLY :U  
: u ,X  : - r l p r (X *  : I lU  : L t ,Z  : I ) p r (U  : u ) .  !

The second proof requires we define a non-parametric structural equation model
(NPSEM) represented by a DAG G. A NPSEM is a counterfactual causal model.
Consider a DAG G with vertex set V: (Vr,...,Vn) andlet p- denote the
parents of V..

A NPSEM represented by G assumes the existence of mutually indepen-
dent unobserved random variables (errors) e- and deterministic unknown func-
tions /. (p-,e*) such that fi(er) is V1 and f-(p^, e.) is the one-step ahead
counterfactual V^,(u1,...,,^_r) = V*,0. associated with setting (Vt,...,V^_) to
(ur,..., um-t), and both V^ and the counterfactuals V-,, associated with setting
any subset R CV to r are obtained recursively from V1 and the V^,(rr,...,u^_1),
m > | . For exampl e, V3 (u) : Vz {ut , Vr,,r} and V3 : Vz {Vr, Vz,vt} .

Because of the independence of the €m, an NPSEM implies a causal DAG
model and thus satisfies the CMA. Robins (1995) established the following:

Theorem 2 (Robins). Consider a NPSEM represented by a DAG G with V :
(R, R') . Let Fv denote the implied distribution of the factual variables V. Then,
the joint density of the counterfactuals Ri is the product over the variables in R'
of the conditional distribution (under the joint law Fv) of each variable given its
parents, with any component of R evaluated at the conesponding component of r.
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Results of Pearl (2000) and Gill and Robins (2001) imply that given any
DAG G with vertex var iables V:(Vt, . . . ,Vu) with a given density

M

f  (v, . . . ,vu):  l I /  (v* lPu),

one can always find mutually independent random variables €m and functions

f*(p-,e^) to construct a NPSEM represented by G with the given density.
Note this is mathematical fact, independent of one's philosophical opinion as
to the ontological existence of the constructed counterfactuals.

Second proof of Theorem L Given our deterministic extended causal DAG,
formally construct, as is always possible, an NPSEM model with density f (y , x,
x*, z, u). Then, the distribution of the constructed counterfactuals satisfies (a)-
(c). As mentioned in the Introduction, Robins (1994) proved that when (a)-(c)
hold, E IY,:r - Y,-_olX: ll is the instrumental variable estimand (1). Next

E [ Y * : t - Y " : o l X  -  1 ] :  E I Y * : r - Y , : o l X * : 1 ]  ,  s i n c e  X * : X  w . p .  1 .

Finally the above Theorem of Robins (1995) implies

E lY" : t  -Y , :o lX* :  1 ]  :  E , : t lY lX* :  1 ]  -  n , :s lY1x*  :  t l

where the expression on the RHS is a parameter of our deterministic extended
causal DAG. Conclude that E,:1[YIX* - 1] - E*:slYlX* : 1l equals the in-
strumental variable estimand (1). Since this equality concerns only the density

f (y,x,x*,2,u) of our deterministic extended causal DAG, it therefore holds
regardless of the particular NPSEM model we constructed. !
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